
LATITUDE28 BAND MINI-SERIES TREATMENT 

PROJECT TITLE  
Making It with La=tude28  

BRIEF LOGLINE  
A motley assortment of musicians forms a Florida party band (Latitude28) intent on 
building a brand and becoming an entertainment tour de force with immersive shows, 
original music, and a reality TV show . . . despite being unknown and—some say—too 
big. 

SHOW PREMISE  
A reality docu-style series that follows a fledgling Florida band (Latitude28) as it plunges 
into the national and international music scene. Band members endeavor to keep pace 
with their unstoppable leader, peacefully meld their colorful personalities, deliver 
technologically advanced shows, and embrace the pragmatics of doing music as 
business. 



CHARACTER BREAKDOWNS AND PHOTOS 

Avi Singh 
Avi Singh is the whirlwind mastermind behind Latitude28 Band. A firm believer in the law 
of attraction and gratitude, he lives out these principles in his leadership of the band. 
Generous and inclusive almost to a fault, he nonetheless expects solid delivery from his 
team. When the latter is not present, he gives a second chance, then cuts the cord. The 
first year of the band’s roster is a revolving door of musicians and engineers as the 
configuration settles.

 

Anisa 
Vocalist Anisa is used to performing soca chutney music on the Caribbean and 
European stage for large, enthusiastic crowds. Now she must adopt a new musical style 
and perform for tougher audiences. She deals with unfamiliar demands on her voice 
plus the threat of vocal cord nodes. Sub-threads of her story include navigating 
parenthood as a professional performer, carving out time for work on her solo projects, 
and supporting band leader and husband Avi Singh.

 



Heavy 
Vocalist Heavymetal Trvp [“trap”] is no stranger to the spotlight. This band, however, puts 
him on a world stage that the boy from the projects could not have seen even in his 
dreams. Leader Avi taps him for original compositions, and in two months, Heavy writes 
and produces 11 songs for the band’s first album. The opportunities feel miraculous. 
Still, Heavy wrestles with how to honor the solo side of his career. Can it have a place 
while he is also fully engaged with Latitude28 Band?

 

Ka=e Metal 
“Quiet Katie,” some in the band call her, because, in a group, she listens more than she 
speaks. On stage, though, there’s no hint of shy in this powerhouse frontline vocalist. 
Katie is engaged to Heavy and works closely with him in the studio. What she gets to 
deal with is the gaps in her technical knowledge that make her feel less-than. She takes 
this on, with the help of her life coach, and in the process finds empowerment and joy.

 

  



Creighton Underwood 
Bassist Creighton Underwood credits the law of attraction for his collision with Avi 
Singh. Creighton’s thorough knowledge of the mechanics of music plus his 
accomplished bass playing position him to musically anchor the band and help keep it 
on point. Dystonia is his thorn in the flesh—a condition that impacts the mobility of his 
right hand. While he loves the music of this band, he perpetually asks himself: tonight, 
will I be able to deliver?

 

Ar=e Givargidzie 
Artie Givargidzie contributes percussive layers of rhythm to the Latitude 28 sound. His 
sheer bulk, long goatee, and all-over tattoos present an intimidating persona, but in 
truth, he’s never been a “bad ass.” Fierceness does arise, however, when Artie 
perceives that he or his family are being maligned or disrespected. Then the New 
Yorker in him comes out, and, occasionally, the feathers need smoothing. 

 



Blake Givargidzie 
Sixteen-year-old drummer Blake Givargidzie is . . . well . . . a teenager. Does he need 
the life coach whose services Avi has offered? No; he’s doing just fine, thanks. He’s so 
good on the drums that he’s in multiple high school performance groups; with 
Latitude28 obligations, his calendar is crammed. But he loves it. Even at his age, he can 
see that big things are going down with this band. He intends to make it all happen.

 

Melvin Medina 
Melvin Medina is Latitude28’s enthusiastic guitarist who rises at 4:30 to practice before 
his workday in law enforcement. The only Spanish speaker in the band, he sings a few 
Latin tunes in each show, to roars of approval from every crowd. Melvin is a dedicated 
husband, dad, and officer, which means that intentional time management is critical. 
Can he fill those roles well and still attend music rehearsals, shows, and far-flung band 
trips?  

 



Gregory Zigon II 
Sample engineer Gregory Zigon brings Marine Corps discipline and dependability to his 
role with Latitude28. His formal training in percussion performance plus his experience 
playing before audiences in Europe equip him for making a solid contribution to this 
musical group. Greg is the one band member who owns a brick-and-mortar store, and 
he does not take vacations. So, he must figure out how to develop competent 
employees with whom he can trust his shop when he leaves on extended band trips. 

 

 



SHOW SUMMARY 
Making It with La0tude28 is a reality docu-style series of ten 22-minute episodes. 

The series begins nine months after the band’s first rehearsal. 
• Four core musicians and three vocalists are in place.  
• Marketing and promotion are in full swing (billboards, TV commercials, social 

media campaigns). 
• Auxiliary projects are underway—songwriting, a CD release, and filming of a 

reality-style show. 
• The calendar is filling with shows for the 40-city “Ultimate Dance Party Tour” and 

the international “Beyond Borders” tour.

The band has now gelled musically, so the focus is on adding both cover and original 
songs to the repertoire, ramping up show “wow” elements, securing sponsors, and 
widening exposure. 

These efforts occur against the backdrop of real life and honest humanity. That is, some 
shows are a struggle, equipment fails, people disappoint, and not everyone gets along. 
But even in the messiness, the possibility of connection, love, and great entertainment 
emerges. 

Structurally, each episode is a mix of rehearsal and show footage with confessionals (in-
the-moment interviews), location shots, and character stories.

The sub-threads that weave throughout the episodes draw from backstories and events 
happening in individual band members’ lives and in Latitude28 as a group. The 
continuous ribbon linking all episodes is the vision that leader Avi casts: limitless 
possibility inside the space of attraction and gratitude.



SAMPLE EPISODE OUTLINE   
Episode One/Pilot Episode

1. Title sequence

2. Full band meeting in Givargidzie bonus room

a. Avi and Anisa present the new reality series project to the band

b. Anisa explains the publicity release forms that members must sign; 
interacts with Artie

c. The meeting ends and members reconvene in rehearsal room

3. Confessionals about the TV series and release forms

a. Artie

b. Heavy

c. Anisa

4. Rehearsal to prepare for Saturday show in south Florida

a. Vocalists work on their lyrics and intonation

b. Musicians dial in timing and chord changes

c. Ends with Avi debrief of travel day and show timeline

5. Travel to south Florida and sound check at venue

a. Extensive problems with feedback during sound check

b. Time for venue to open and sound still isn’t right

c. Heavy and Avi frustrated

6. Confessionals about sound issues

a. Heavy

b. Avi

7. Show sequences

8. Confessionals about the venue

a. Blake

b. Katie

c. Gregory



9. Back home. Drone shot. 

a. Artie discusses how few people were there

b. Creighton discusses the poor turnout 

c. Avi addresses the turnout issue and leaves it as a something that must be 
fixed for future shows.

10.Closing sequence

END
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